
IV. Terms and Conditions - Ambassador Program. 

§ 1 Scope 

(1) These General Terms and Conditions (hereinafter referred to as "GTC") apply to contracts within the 
Ambassador Program between Pietka Factory GbR, shareholders Wojciech Pietka and Andrzej Pietka, 
Schönefelder Dorfstraße 1b, 14547 Beelitz OT Schönefeld (hereinafter "Provider," "DreamFilters"), and you 
as the buyer (hereinafter "Customer," "Ambassador") or new customers (hereinafter "New Customer"). 

§ 2 Ambassadors, Referral Link, ID Number 

(1) Every buyer of a DreamFilters water purification system becomes an ambassador of DreamFilters 
(hereinafter "Ambassador") and is entitled to a reward under the conditions of the following paragraphs upon 
the sale of a DreamFilters water purification system by DreamFilters to another customer (hereinafter "New 
Customer"). 
(2) Every Ambassador receives a personal referral link and an ID number after their order, which will be 
activated after the withdrawal period regarding the purchased water purification system. The Ambassador 
can share these with up to 5 interested New Customers per week, who can use the referral link or ID number 
during the ordering process. If the Ambassador misuses the granted opportunity, especially by mass sending 
the referral link or ID number or sending it without the recipient's consent, DreamFilters has the right to 
exclude them from further participation in the Ambassador Program. 

§ 3 Rewards 

(1) Every New Customer who uses a referral link or ID number of an Ambassador during their order in our 
online shop will receive a discount of €50.00 on the purchase price of a DreamFilter water purification 
system. 
(2) Every Ambassador whose referral link or ID number is used by a New Customer will receive a reward 
according to the following paragraphs: 

€100.00 if the Ambassador has purchased a model from the 'Aqua Single' or 'e-Single' series. 
€200.00 if the Ambassador has purchased a model from the 'Aqua Family,' 'Barista,' 'Home,' or 'Business' 
series. 
(3) The Ambassador's entitlement to the reward is subject to the condition that an effective contract is 
concluded between DreamFilters and the New Customer using the shared ID number or referral link, and the 
contract is not revoked by the New Customer or terminated by DreamFilters or the New Customer for other 
reasons. DreamFilters has the right to reject the conclusion of a contract with a New Customer. 
(4) DreamFilters will inform the Ambassador about each case of an order or contract concluded using a 
referral link or ID number shared by them, as well as any revocation by the New Customer. The Ambassador 
agrees to this. 
(5) The reward accrued under the conditions of (3) will be credited to the Ambassador's user account no later 
than 14 days after the entitlement arises. After the credit, the Ambassador has the option to use the balance 
in their user account for further purchases in the DreamFilters shop, transfer it via PayPal, or transfer it to 
their bank account upon request. 
(6) It is noted that, in addition to the existing base rewards, individual rewards are possible by arrangement 
with the provider. 

§ 4 Termination 

DreamFilters has the right to terminate an Ambassador's participation in the Ambassador Program if they 
violate applicable terms and conditions or applicable law or misuse the program. 

§ 5 Indemnification Claim 

In the event of a perceived or actual infringement of rights and/or violation of the rights of third parties 
resulting from the Ambassador's actions related to the use of the platform and the promotion of New 
Customers, which the Ambassador is responsible for, the Ambassador indemnifies DreamFilters and its 
employees or agents from all claims by third parties. Furthermore, the Ambassador agrees to reimburse 
DreamFilters for all costs incurred by DreamFilters due to third-party claims. The reimbursable costs also 
include the costs of appropriate legal defense.


